Upgrade your Lean Six Sigma Green Belt Certification to take your career to the next level.

Building on your existing Green Belt credentials, the AGSM Executive Black Belt program progresses your skills to enable you to lead improvement initiatives, become a change agent and a leader in your field.

The flexible, blended learning pathway allows you to start when you want and manage the Program around work commitments. Participants have up to 18 months to reach certification through a combination of online modules, face-to-face learning and project work.

The face-to-face modules build on your statistical expertise and develop complementary skills in either change management or people leadership, depending on your needs.

Made for:
Experienced Lean Six Sigma Green Belt practitioners looking to upgrade to a Black Belt.

Sydney, UNSW CBD Campus, 10 Days
(Face-to-face + online)
$13,948 (incl. GST)

This program will earn you eight units towards the Certificate in Executive and Management Development (CEMD).

Unit points towards your CEMD certification

Master Black Belt: For participants wishing to upgrade to a Master Black Belt qualification, AGSM offers a flexible, tailored pathway program designed to match your needs and build expertise.

CEMD in Operational Excellence:
Upon completion, participants can choose to continue the journey to achieve a specialised certificate in Operational Excellence. For more information on the certificate program and next steps, visit agsm.edu.au/CEMD

The Executive Black Belt Program features highly experienced facilitators with previous and current project experience who use practical and understandable examples used to demonstrate complex statistical and improvement methodology”

Rachel Coxon
Senior Product Manager
Abbott Australasia
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Themes:
Focusing on upgrading your existing Lean Six Sigma capability, the Program will cover:
— Advanced hypothesis testing
— Experiment design
— Change leadership and mentoring
— Data presentation and organisation

Outcomes
For the Individual:
Participants will have the opportunity to advance their core Lean Six Sigma skills and expand their toolkit to:
— Successfully plan and lead significant organisational change
— Deepen understanding of business process improvement
— Deliver successful large scale and cross-functional projects
— Recognise how to best utilise improvement planning tools
— Master effective use of advanced analytical and problem-solving tools
— Implement effective strategies to enhance collaboration

For the Organisation:
Organisations will benefit from the successful completion of a live workplace project, fully supported by AGSM faculty and coaches, with a realisation of significant commercial outcomes. Investing in certifying Lean Six Sigma Black Belts builds the in-house capability to lead business improvement initiatives, manage change and engage stakeholders.

For organisations looking to build broader capability across larger teams, business units or the organisation, AGSM have extensive experience in large scale deployments. Contact Client Engagement to find out more.

Learning Approach:
The program is designed as an interactive, blended learning experience, with the face-to-face, online and project modules bound together through intensive one-on-one coaching support to maximise individual success and produce a well-rounded business leader.

Resources:
Participants will require access to the statistical analysis software, Minitab, along with a laptop with access to Microsoft Word and Excel during the face-to-face and online modules. Participants can access a 30-day free trial or a full 12-month Minitab license can be purchased from AGSM at a special reduced rate.

To find out more
+61 2 9385 0330
enquiries@agsm.edu.au
agsm.edu.au/ebb